Birthday Cards
King of Hearts
Caring Patriarch
Characteristics: Love is the pinnacle of power
and atop the Love Suit is the King of Hearts.
Often the focus of their love is moved from their
spouse to their children. While not always the
best husbands or wives, the King of Hearts are
superb and loving parents. They are also
devoted to their profession. On occasion they
make the wrong friends and that makes
problems, but they do love everyone, forever,
They should therefore, be mindful of their
associations, especially those with a poor
character, as all Kings can be overbearing, but
generally only with traitors amongst those that
are close to their hearts. They bring with them
from previous lives, the wisdom and mastery of
their own emotions as well as their family life. If
they think of you as one of their family, you are
truly blessed. As a dealer or advisor in the finances of other people, The King of
Hearts excels in the area of business. Association with others or partnerships are
better than a solo undertaking. In legal areas, they are luckier than average too.
Arguing with them is not advised because their sharp minds can always find an
adequate response. Unfortunately, there are sure to be personal and tragic
losses, but they have the ability to let go, though they still feel the pain of loss we
all do. Mental gifts and psychic abilities are qualities many of them have. They
seem to ascend to the top of their careers, because it seems that knowledge just
flows to them.
Relationships: It is often said that they make poor husbands but great lovers as
well as fathers. Power can, as we all know, be used or abused and this is
particularly true of all the Kings. As with the Eights there are many playboys
among them and they are the Kings of Charm as well. Many male King of Hearts
are unmarried, but manage to have a circle of women around them most of the
time. The paradigm of the King of Heart is something like the sultan who has a
harem. The women themselves could possibly be their lovers. They could be,
however, family members, students, or just casual acquaintances. We often find,

whatever the situation, some sort of group of admirers surrounding them. Women
King of Hearts are so strong and willful that they have a problem simply because
they are women. They usually want to be the head of the household and,
furthermore, they can generally stand up to any male. There is a difficulty
inherent for some men partners. They have a nature that can be difficult for a
person to handle, because all King of Hearts are very argumentative In terms of
love and relationships; they have a particularly strong sense of justice. They may
play the role of peacemaker at work or with their family and they often stick up for
others who have been treated unfairly. If they believe others have treated them
wrongly, they may strive for some form of retributive justice. There will be a
reflection back on them: indecisiveness and the consequences that will result in
some fated relationships.
Personality Connections: The latter, however, find them very appealing.
Diamonds make good marriages with King of Hearts women, particularly if they
are a bit more mature and responsible. Avoiding Spade males is wise for women
King of Hearts. Diamond females are a group that male King of Hearts should be
cautious of.
Confrontations: Jacqueline Kennedy is known for how she handled herself with
class. She was widely admired around the world for many things, including her
charm and artistic awareness. She handled everyone in her King of Hearts
manner and we were enthralled with the way she dressed and in makeover of the
White House. John Kennedy was the perfect match for her, especially if we keep
in mind that the King of Hearts is a master of relationships. The love triangle that
was apparently part of the lives of the President, Jackie and Marilyn Monroe, was
fated by their cards, their Karma and the location of the planet. We can see in
Jackie then, a sort of paradigm of the power as well as the difficulties involved in
being a King of Hearts.

